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Under Pressure: Looking for Answers through Workplace Design
In this presentation, participants will learn how companies are using workplace design to address three leading
pressures of today’s highly competitive marketplace: space utilization, innovation, and employee engagement.

Building an Alternative Workplace Strategy
New workplaces require new ways of planning. This session describes a new planning process that uses workplace
patterns analysis and workplace attribute preferences to inform and influence possible workplace scenarios. The
presentation includes explanations of valuable tools, metrics and methods for learning, planning and evaluating future
workplaces that address pressing issues of utilization and employee engagement.

Agile Workplace Design
Is your organization about to design new workplace for your agile or scrum teams? If so, you may have many questions
about how to create the best space possible. How can you balance the need for individual, focused work with group,
collaborative work? How can you address issues of noise, distraction, technology, flexibility, change management and
costs? This presentation offers a proven strategy for addressing these complex issues using a combination of 15 critical
questions and 5 workplace settings, along with an introduction to space planning strategies that balance need for
focused and group work.

Where’s the Big Idea?
This presentation explores the nature of informal interaction and demonstrates Space Syntax, a method for
predicting patterns of movement and interaction.

Furniture for New Workstyles
The process of furniture selection can be a major factor in the success or failure of workplace change initiatives.
This presentation describes furniture options, including high tables, room dividers, phone booths, standing desks,
furniture for collaboration, storage, and booth seating areas being adopted by leading corporations to unlock new
workplace efficiencies, improve employee engagement, and mitigate risks.
Presentation are available complimentary in person with business class travel expenses, or online without expenses.
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